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Abstract. In this paper we estimate the size of the Winny network (one of the most
popular pure P2P file sharing applications in Japan) using a combination of network
measurements and computer simulation experiments. For the measurement analysis, we
use an improved mark-recapture method to estimate the number of newly active Winny
peers per unit time. We estimate the number of active peers in the Winny network by
applying the actual measurement results to computer simulation experiments. The sim-
ulation results reveal that the Winny network had about 200,000 active Winny peers in
October 2004.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Currently, pure P2P applications are widely used as a file sharing system. In these overlay
networks, music and video files are the main items shared, and the traffic volume is much
larger than that of classical client/server applications. However, the current status of
the P2P application traffic is not well known due to their anonymous communication
architecture. In addition, the number of pure P2P application users is unknown. However,
in order to construct networks and manage them appropriately, it is necessary to estimate
the number of P2P peers.

In other literature, researchers estimate unknown populations for such groups as ani-
mals and fish using mark-recapture based methods [1], [7]. The mark-recapture method is
also applicable to computer science. In [5] and [3], the number of web pages was estimated.
It is also possible to estimate the number of active telephone lines [8]. The mark-recapture
method is effective when the population size is unchanged between the mark and recap-
ture times. Unfortunately, this method cannot be used to estimate peer numbers for the
pure P2P network because the number of active network peers is always changing.

In this paper we estimate the size of the Winny network [11] (one of the most popular
pure P2P file sharing applications in Japan) using a combination of network measurement
analysis and computer simulation experiments. For the measurement analysis, we use a
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modified mark-recapture concept to estimate the number of newly active Winny peers
per unit time. Using the analysis results and the peer lifetime distribution determined
from the measurement analysis, we estimate the number of active peers in the Winny
network using computer simulation experiments. The simulation results reveal that the
Winny network had about 200,000 active Winny peers in October 2004.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 is a brief introduction to
Winny; Section 3 is a description of the proposed size estimation method for the pure
P2P network; Section 4 is a presentation of the measurement and analysis results; Section
5 is a presentation of the simulation experiments used to estimate the number of active
Winny peers in the overlay network; and Section 6 is the conclusions.

2 ABOUT WINNY

Currently, Winny is one of the most popular P2P file sharing application in Japan. It
was developed in Japan and has a Freenet-like [2] anonymous architecture. Winny is
a pure P2P application that does not depend on any central server or super peer for
file search and share. The communication is encrypted, the service port is different for
each peer and the protocol is closed. The architecture makes it difficult for a network
administrator to identify traffic [6]. Winny is a file sharing application instead of a file
exchange application. By setting keywords for the file name, the peer always collects the
matching files. The file transfer technique also strengthens the anonymous communication
architecture. When a file is shared between two peers, the file holder should transfer the
file to the file receiver via an intermediate peer, so that the two exchanging entities never
know each other directly. On the intermediate peer, the transferred file is locally cached
as an encrypted file. A duplicate of the file is also distributed to the receiving peer as
the duplicate file. This architecture results in an enormous volume of traffic as the size of
shared files increases. In the Winny network, the shared files are mainly video files (mpeg,
avi and DVD ISO image) and the average shared file size is around 1 GB.

The Winny network is composed of three kinds of networks/links, as described below.

1. Adjacent peer check/search network
2. File search network
3. File exchange network

1. When a new Winny peer joins the Winny network, the peer obtains a pair of data
items (IP address and service port number) from the other peers that have already joined
the network. Next, the new peer establishes and maintains the links for up to several
hundred peers. In this manner, the network comprises a nearly random network.

2. Some of the above links are selected as the file search network. In this network,
information is exchanged regarding who has a specified file and who wants it.

3. When file exchange conditions are satisfied, a separate route is established via the
other file sharing entity.

In these networks, there is a server/client relationship between two peers and such
networks are maintained by continuous access requests among the peers. These character-
istics provide network information on how many active Winny peers exist in the overlay
network.
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3 PROPOSED SIZE ESTIMATION METHOD

The size of the Winny network changes dynamically and the mark-recapture concept
does not work well. We modified the mark-recapture concept to estimate the number
of newly active Winny peers per unit time. We also measure and analyze the lifetime
distribution for Winny peers. Using the results from these analyses, we can estimate the
size of the Winny network using computer simulation experiments. The details for the
above procedures are described in the following.

First, we estimate the cumulative number of Winny peers. The number of cumulative
Winny peers sampled from the Internet for the period Ta is Ua. Next, the estimated
number of cumulative Winny peers sampled from the Internet in Ta is U ′

a. If we can
collect all Winny peers on the Internet, then Ua = U ′

a. This is difficult, so U ′
a is derived

from the following equations (1)–(3).

Wa = Va − (Ua ∩ Va) (1)

In equation (1), Wa represents the newly sampled Winny peers that are not included
in Ua. Va is the number of Winny peers sampled for a short period at the end of Ta.
Note that Va should be randomly sampled and there is no relation between Va and Ua.
The sample period for Va should be a very short period Td because the value should be
obtained at the end period Ta.

Equation (2) is the rate of sample space occupied by Ua for the cumulative number of
all Winny peers on the Internet at the end of Ta.

1− |Wa|/|Va| (2)

With |Ua| and equation (2), we estimate the cumulative number of Winny peers on
the Internet during Ta using equation (3).

|U ′
a| = |Ua|/{1− |Wa|/|Va|} (3)

Next, we estimate the number of newly joining Winny peers to the Winny network. |U ′
b|

is the estimated cumulative number of Winny peers after period Tc from Ta. The difference
between |U ′

b| and |U ′
a| is the number of newly joining Winny peers to the Winny network

during the period. The newly active peers per unit time are represented by equation (4).

|Xa|/Tc = (|U ′
b| − |U ′

a|)/Tc (4)

We can estimate the newly active Winny peers per unit time by measuring the real
Winny network using the four equations (1)–(4) above. Also, it is possible to know the
peer lifetime by measurement analysis of the real Winny peers on the Internet.

Figure 1 shows our simulation model. Newly active peers (peer A, B and C) are joining
the Winny network. The inactive peers at the end of their lifetime are leaving the Winny
network. The Winny network is composed of active peers (peer D and E). This simulation
model is simple because we are only estimating the size of the Winny network, and there
is no interaction among the peers in the simulation. We will be able to know the size of
the Winny network by counting the active peers.

In the next section, we show the measurement methods and analysis results for the
newly active Winny peers per unit time and during the lifetime of the Winny network.
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Fig. 1. Simulation model.

4 MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS

4.1 Measurement Method

Winny peers were sampled from the Winny network using a computer (connected to the
Internet) running 20 Winny applications in parallel (decoy peers). At the measurement
point, the Ethernet network speed was 100 Mbps (full duplex). The computer was able
to directly measure the access log from/to the peers on the Winny network because the
computer was part of the Winny network. By repeatedly changing the connection point to
the Winny network over short intervals, 120,000 unique pairs of IP addresses and service
ports were collected from Winny peers per day using the 20 decoy peers. The traffic log
was measured from 0:00 June 13 to 0:00 October 17, 2004. A 5-day measurement gap in
the traffic log occurred from August 9 to August 13, 2004. We logged information in the
IP and TCP headers of all packets. The computer configuration is described below.

[Measurement PC]

– The measurement PC (PC) was a Dell PRECISION 450 with dual Xeon 3.2 Ghz CPUs
and a 2 GB main memory size. The OS was Windows XP professional.

– Winny2β6.6 was used. A total of 20 Winny applications were run in parallel on the
PC during each user session. The service port numbers assigned were 10001–10020.

– Safeny [9] was used to disconnect all connections to/from the PC after 10 seconds.
– All connections to the service ports were disconnected using a firewall on the PC to

stop the transfer of any files to the Winny network.
– The traffic was measured using Snort version 2.0 [10].

4.2 Measurement and Analysis Results

Figure 2 shows the cumulative number of Winny peers measured and estimated. In the
graph, values are plotted at 7-day intervals. Days from sampling start time are on the
x-axis and the y-axis is the cumulative number of Winny peers (measured and estimated).
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Fig. 2. Estimated number of cumulative Winny peers.

Active peers on the Winny network continuously accessed the service ports of the
PC and the IP addresses of Winny peers were collected. The collected IP addresses were
applied to determine Ua, and Va was the collected IP addresses after one hour. Equations
(1)–(3) were calculated.

These numbers increased for days because many Winny peers are assigned their IP
addresses by DHCP [4]. If the PC running Winny is shutdown, upon reboot (in most
cases), the PC is assigned another IP address with the same peer access to the PC by
another IP address. The cumulative number of measured Winny peers was over 4,000,000
by the end of the measurement period. The portion between the measured and estimated
was different at the start and end points. This difference decreased over time because the
PC had collected a large portion of the Winny peers on the Internet by the end point
resulting in a more reliable estimation. The gradients in each graph represent the newly
active Winny peers and are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 describes the measured and estimated number of newly active Winny peers
per minute. For both results, the number of newly active peers decreases until 80 days
but the estimated profile fluctuates repeatedly (decrease then increase). At the start of
measurement, the PC does not sample enough Winny peers in the search domain and
extra Winny peers are treated as newly active peers. After enough time has passed, the
graph provides more reliable information.

Figure 4 shows the frequency distribution of the measured lifetime for the Winny
peers.
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Fig. 3. The number of newly active Winny peers in a minute.

A Winny peer lifetime is defined as the length of time a peer is connected to a service
port. Specifically, Winny peers access 1 of the 20 PC service ports running a Winny
application. A Winny session disconnect is forced about every 10 seconds ensuring a short
Winny peer lifetime. To avoid recording duplicate lifetimes for the same peer IP address,
when the same IP address is observed on a different service port, the longest period for the
multiple connections by the same peer is defined as its lifetime. By definition, this reduces
the number of measured lifetime samples but more accurate information is obtained.

We analyzed the lifetime of Winny peers that accessed the PC from July 1 to July
30, 2004, and traced them until the end of the log measurement period. We sampled the
lifetime of 1,313,172 peers. The average lifetime was 200.1±8.8 hours and 22 and 44% of
the lifetimes were shorter than 1 day or longer than 1 week, respectively. Many Winny
users are always running the Winny application and leave their computer on for a long
time. In this overlay network, files are shared automatically without the user’s knowledge
and the peer lifetime becomes very long.

Of note in Figure 4, a periodic cycling is noticeable on the graph. The cycle occurs
at 24-hour intervals. We can clearly observe this profile at early times on the graph and
it is still observed after 20 days. This feature reveals that the lifetime of a Winny peer is
related to the life cycle of the users.

5 COMPUTER SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

To estimate the number of active peers on the Winny network, we conducted computer
simulation experiments using the analysis results from Section 4 and the simulation model
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Fig. 4. Frequency distribution of measured lifetime of Winny peers.

from Section 3. There are two simulation models in this section. First, we perform a simple
simulation (simple model) and study the validity of our method. Next, we estimate the
number of active peers on the Winny network using the analysis results from the previous
section (real model).

5.1 Simulation Conditions

The simulation conditions are as follows:

[Individual model conditions]

– In the simple model, the number of newly active peers is set to 17, 21 or 25 peers per
minute. The value is fixed during the simulation period.

– In the real model, the number of newly active peers is the measured result in Figure
3. This value is updated every week in the simulation.

[Common conditions]

– There is no Winny peer initially.
– The lifetime of each peer is randomly selected using the measured result in Figure 4,

for when a peer joins the Winny network.
– If the lifetime expires, the Winny peer is removed from the active peer.
– 90 % confidence interval is narrower than 10 % of value in each simulation result.
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Fig. 5. Simulation result of the estimated number of active peers in Winny network (simple model).

5.2 Simulation Results

Figure 5 shows simulation results for the estimated number of active peers in the Winny
network for the simple model. As the number of newly active peers increases, so does the
estimated number of active peers in the Winny network. After 30 days, the three models
plateau to a stable state in spite of the lifetime model for the three models being the
same. One explanation for this is that most peers have a lifetime of <30 days as seen in
Figure 4. For the 17, 21 and 25 peers per minute, the estimated number of active peers
in the Winny network was about 190,000, 240,000, and 290,000, respectively.

In this simulation model, the number of active Winny peers depends on a balance
between the number of newly active and inactive peers. If the measurement analysis or
simulation model is wrong, then the number of active peers will be 0 or infinite for a long
simulation time even using this simple simulation. Based on our findings, we can say that
the analyzed measurement results and simulation model appear correct.

Figure 6 shows simulation results for the estimated number of active peers in the Winny
network using either measured or estimated newly active peers. At time <100 days, the
estimated number of active peers is large because the newly active peers are overestimated
as seen in Figure 3. At time >100 days, the newly active peers are considered properly
estimated. The estimated number of active peers in the Winny network is a reasonable
and acceptable value, about 200,000 peers in October, 2004.
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Fig. 6. Simulation result of the estimated number of active peers in Winny network (real model).

6 CONCLUSION

We proposed a pure P2P network size estimation method using network measurements
and computer simulation experiments. For measurement, we estimated the number of
newly active Winny peers per unit time and analyzed the frequency distribution of a
Winny peer lifetime. Using the parameters from the measurement results, we conducted
computer simulation experiments. The simulation results revealed that the Winny net-
work is composed of about 200,000 active Winny peers and the number of peers changes
dynamically.

Our proposed method works well since Winny is a file sharing application rather than
a file exchange application. The behavior of Winny user is simple since they only switch
their computers on/off. If we apply our method to a file exchange application, a more
complex simulation model is required to obtain reliable computer simulation results. This
is because many users become inactive when they finish exchanging files.

The number of active peers in the Winny network is dynamically changing. It is
important that we always use the latest measurement results to understand the current
network status.
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